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Abstract 

In recent years, there is an increasing trend of internet startup creation in Indonesia driven by 

favorable macroeconomic indicator and infrastructure development. Majority of this startup are 

founded in the capital city of Jakarta with specific agglomeration happening in the area called 

Slipi. Drawing similarities from US tech cluster, the area was colloquially known as Slipicon Valley. 

Success of initial startups brought nationwide attention to Slipicon Valley however there is little 

information on how the cluster formed and what are the factors that influence them.  

This dissertation is a study on Slipicon Valley cluster formation process. Using Feldman’s 

entrepreneur-led cluster formation theory, this dissertation aimed to build narrative description 

on how Slipicon Valley evolve overtime and examine the role of each supporting factors. The 

study also determines in which phase of cluster formation the Slipicon Valley currently is. Mixed-

method analysis was used in the study, combining both spatial analysis using firm-level data and 

semi-structured interview with Slipicon Valley founders and managers.  

The study identified rising trend of internet business and corporate spin-off as exogeneous events 

which sparked entrepreneurship activities in the cluster. Responding to emerging opportunities, 

actions by both individuals and corporation then influenced the development of supporting 

resource and institutions. The role of public policy in this process however is little to non-existent. 

This dissertation also argued that current Slipicon Valley has exhibited characteristics of a forming 

cluster. Nevertheless, it still lacked institutions and resources to be defined as mature, 

innovative, and adaptable cluster.  

Keywords: Cluster, cluster formation, startup, entrepreneurship, regional dimension of 

entrepreneurship 
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1. Introduction 

This is the first and opening chapter of this dissertation. In this chapter, I will start by explaining 

the background of the research. Then, main questions which this study aimed to answer will be 

described followed by general structure of the dissertation.  

1.1. Research Background 

In recent years, Indonesia has been experiencing rapid growth in the digital economy. Driven by 

enormous middle class, increasing broadband penetration access and widespread infrastructure 

investment, Indonesia digital economy forecasted to grow from nearly 8 USD billion in 2015 to 

almost USD 80 billion by 2025 (Google & Temasek, 2016). This huge market potential has 

attracted homegrown and foreign entrepreneurs to build technology start-up to capture this 

opportunity. Tech start-up rate in Indonesia has grown by almost tenfold from 2010 to 2015 as 

indicated by number of funding and investment (Tech In Asia, 2016).  

Out of around 800 identified tech start-ups in Indonesia, more than fifty percent are Jakarta-

based start-ups (Crunchbase, 2017). This is not surprising considering Jakarta status as the capital 

of the country which enjoy the advantages of better infrastructure, higher internet penetration 

and faster economic growth compared to other cities in Indonesia (Financial Times, 2014). 

However, within the city itself, several tech start-ups are centrally concentrated in the urban area 

called Slipi. More than 40 start-ups are collocated here along with several venture capitals, 

business incubator and co-working spaces as reported by local news media (Jakarta Post, 2015) 

(Tech in Asia, 2015). Most of these start-ups are working in e-commerce, online travel, and digital 

media. Even though slightly different, the start-ups could be lumped into bigger categorization 

of internet and tech start-ups. This fits into the definition of cluster which geographical and 

sectoral concentration of similar firms (Porter, 1998).  Because of this, the area was colloquially 

known as Slipicon Valley or Slipicon, a word play of Slipi and Silicon Valley (Jakarta Post, 2015). 

The aim of this dissertation is to analyze the formation of Slipicon as emerging tech start-up 

cluster in Jakarta, Indonesia. Studying this process is crucial to understand how this cluster evolve 

and what are the factors influencing tech startup cluster formation in the context of Indonesia as 

a developing country. Outcome from this dissertation can be used as basis to develop policy 
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program both to develop current Slipicon Valley further or another startup cluster within similar 

context.  

The study will use cluster theories, regional dimension of entrepreneurship and cluster formation 

theories as theoretical lenses while also synthesize empirical data to gain comprehensive view of 

how Slipicon valley emerge. The research will use mixed-method analysis and the nature of the 

research will be exploratory.  

1.2. Research Questions 

The main research questions which will be pursued in this dissertation is: 

How cluster formation happened in Slipicon Valley tech start-up cluster? 

Since there is no prior research regarding this cluster, several analyses will be conducted to get a 

better overview on the context. Both quantitative and qualitative analysis will be used in the 

attempt to answer the main research question. This will include spatial mapping analysis to 

obtain an overview on cluster, narrative-building to see how the cluster evolves overtime, and 

semi-structured interview to get primary information from Slipicon Valley cluster actors. In the 

later chapter of the dissertation, both conclusion of the study and limitation which came during 

the execution of this study will be explained. 

1.3. Dissertation Structure 

This dissertation will be divided in six chapter. Summary for each chapter will be described below: 

1. Introduction: Description on research background, main questions this study aimed to 

answer and the general structure of the dissertation. 

2. Literature Review: Review and exploration on various theoretical lenses used in the 

study. 

3. Methodology: Explanation on choice of methodology and how the research will be 

executed. 

4. Findings: Presentation on findings obtained from both quantitative and qualitative data 

collection. 
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5. Discussion and Analysis: discusses and analyze research findings using theoretical 

framework  

6. Conclusions and Limitation: Elaborate conclusion of the study and limitation that come 

during the process 
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2. Literature Review 

The main theoretical framework that will be used is cluster theory and the spatial dimensions of 

entrepreneurship and how entrepreneurs influence cluster formation. As a starting point, I will 

start by exploring the theory and definitions of the cluster. Subsequently, the spatial dimension 

of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs as change agents and cluster theories will be used to answer 

the main research question along with a comparison of the other tech clusters to add an empirical 

perspective to the analysis.  

2.1. Cluster theories 

For the cluster theories, I will start by discussing several definitions of clusters by various scholars. 

This will be followed by a discussion on the elements of clusters, their benefits, the different 

types, and how they evolve through different lifecycles.  

2.1.1. Definition of clusters 

The concept of the cluster describes various conceptual and theoretical propositions regarding 

the agglomeration of firms and organisations (Uyarra & Ramlogan, 2012). The cluster concept 

explores how the external environment could influence how firms operate and innovate. The 

concept was inspired by scholars investigating the spatial dimension of innovation and how 

agglomeration impacts upon economic contribution (Uyarra & Ramlogan, 2012). The concept’s 

history can be traced back to Marshall’s industrial district theory in the 1920s which proposed 

that certain places have advantages which are beneficial to the people and businesses within the 

region (Marshall, 1927). Some of these advantages are knowledge spill overs, ample supply of 

raw materials and access to a community of specialised talents (Lammarino & McCann, 2006).  

Marshall’s industrial district theory then became the foundation of all subsequent cluster 

theories and conception in the following years.  

There was an increasing interest in cluster theories in the late 1990s due to the publication of 

Porter’s works (Rocha, 2004). Porter describes clusters as a geographic concentration of inter-

connected companies within a similar sector (Porter, 1998). This concentration includes 

companies from both the upstream (suppliers, employees) and the downstream (distributor, 

retailer, customer) of a sector. Within the cluster, the companies are not only agglomerated but 
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also interact with each other and with other institutions in the region (Rocha & Sternberg, 2005). 

These concentrated and interconnected firms have prominent effects on production and 

innovation. 

Apart from Porter, various scholars have defined the different interpretation of clusters. In an 

evolutionary review of cluster-related publications, Cruz and Teixeira define three ways in which 

cluster can be defined: geographical proximity, social network, and common values / culture 

(Cruz & Teixeira, 2010). In the first category, what defines a cluster is their spatial dimension. A 

cluster is a concentration of firms within a specific geographical area operating within similar 

areas of production (Swann & Prevezer, 1996; Sorenson & Audia, 2000; Bresnahan, et al., 2001). 

Related institutions within the geographical scope are also part of the cluster (Becattini, 1989); 

(Saxenian, 1994). However, to be called a cluster, this geographical concentration must reach 

enough scale and specialisation (Commission of European Communities, 2008). The second 

method is to define a cluster by the occurrence of social networks. Within this view, a cluster can 

be defined as a group of cooperating entities interdependent with each other (DeBresson, 1996; 

Hertog & Maltha, 1999; Steinle & Schiele, 2002). The last method of defining a cluster is by 

looking for complementarities and commonalities. A cluster is group of firms which share the 

same values, beliefs, and business climate (Cruz & Teixeira, 2010). The firms within the cluster 

can be using the same technologies (Tushman & L. Rosenkopf, 1992); (Wade, 1995), capabilities 

(Maskell & Kebir, 2005) or the same culture (Saxenian, 1994). A summary of the various 

definitions of clusters can be seen in Figure 1 below.  
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Figure 1 : Comparison of different cluster definition partially based on (Cruz & Teixeira, 2010) and (Rocha, 2004) 

Definition Category Definition Author

Geographic proximity Networks of firms and related institutions within geographical boundaries Beccatini (1989), Saxenian (1994)

Geographically proximate group of firms producing basically the same product or 

service 

Marshall (1966), Sorenson And 

Audia (2000)

Groups of firms within one industry based in one geographical area Swann And Prevezer (1996)

Cluster and agglomeration will be judged to be synonymous since they both 

define geographical areas where an industry (or indus- tries) is concentrated to 

produce localized economic advantages

Oakey Et Al. (2001)

Spatial and sectoral concentration of firm Bresnahan Et Al. (2001)

Referred to as ‘locational economies’ and embraces those economies that arise 

from geographical agglomeration of related economic activities. The territorial 

configuration most likely to enhance the learning process

Maskell (2001)

Concentration of related activities in a particular area Van Klink And De Langen (2001)

Group of firms, related economic actors, and institutions that are located near 

each other and have reached a sufficient scale to develop specialized expertise, 

services resources, suppliers and skills

Commission of the European 

Communities (2008)

Social Network Inter-industry networks of interrrelated cooperating business Debresson (1996)

Strong collection of related companies located in a small geographical area, 

centred on a in an area with strong science institutions
Baptista And Swann (1998

Networks of production of strongly interdependent firms ,  knowledge-producing 

agents , bridging institutions (brokers, consultants), and consumers related to 

each other within the same value production chain

Hertog And Maltha (1999)

Localized sectoral agglomerations of symbiotic organizations that can achieve 

superior business performance because of their club-like interaction
Steinle And Schiele (2002)

Homogenous knowledge communities Dahl And Pedersen (2003)

Specific spatial configuration of the economy suitable for the creation, transfer, 

and usage of knowledge
Maskell And Lorenzen (2004

Common values / 

culture

Groups of firms using the same core technology and linked to other groups of 

firms on the basis of technology

Tushman and Rosenkopf (1992), 

Wade (1995)

Non-random geographical agglomerations of firms with similar or closely 

complementary capabilities
Maskell And Kebir (2005)

Include all of the 

three dimension 

Geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, specialized suppliers, 

service providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions in a 

particular field, linked by communities and complementarities

Porter (1998)
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For this dissertation, Porter’s definition of the cluster will be used primarily. The reason is that 

Porter’s definition of the cluster includes all three of the significant dimensions that have been 

mentioned before: spatial, interconnection between the actors (networks) and shared values. 

Hence this is more comprehensive compared to other definitions (Rocha, 2004). In addition to 

that, Porter’s cluster theory is also the standard concept in this area. His concept became the 

influential model for policymakers all over the world for advocating regional competitiveness, 

innovation, and growth (Martin & Sunley, 2003) (Cruz & Teixeira, 2010).  

However, Porter’s definition is not without flaws. Two of the prominent critics are Martin and 

Sunley who argued that Porter’s definition is too vague and elastic (Martin & Sunley, 2003). They 

stated that Porter’s cluster definition did not have an explicit limitation on its boundaries, 

networks, or spatial size, hence it allowed different interpretations by different actors to suit 

their own purpose. Furthermore, Martin and Sunley also suggested that the correlation between 

firm clustering and regional economic growth, which Porter often cited as a rationale for cluster 

policy, is questionable considering the unclear definition of a cluster itself (Martin & Sunley, 

2003). Another critique comes from Kitson et al who argued that Porter’s definition is too over-

generalising (Kitson, et al., 2004).  Kitson postulated that each industry has different elements, 

connections, and developments, however Porter’s definition did not take account of this 

variance and consolidate everything in a single universalist term.  

2.1.2. Cluster elements 

Extrapolating from Porter’s definition, Menzel and Fornahl define three elements that define a 

cluster: companies and institutions, boundaries, and interconnection (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009). 

The core elements of a cluster are not only just firms but also other institutions which are related 

to the production and innovation system in the region. These institutions could be universities, 

government agencies, professional associations, and other related community organisations 

(Porter, 1998).  

The second element of a cluster is boundaries. Companies and institutions in the cluster operate 

within a specific sector or business field. Because of this, these actors within the cluster share 

similar technology, work within the same value chain, or engage in various exchange process, 
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synergies, and complementarities (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009). These similarities are called the 

thematic boundary of a cluster. The other kind of cluster boundaries are spatial boundaries which 

separate the cluster with the bigger regional or national environment in the region. Separating 

factors can be distance, transaction cost and different regional characteristics (Menzel & Fornahl, 

2009).  

 

Figure 2 : Elements of cluster (Porter, 1998; Menzel & Fornahl, 2009) 

The third element of a cluster is its interconnections. This refers to the relationship between firms 

which could range from informal information sharing, a regular exchange of goods and service, a 

formal partnership contract, up to a long-term strategic partnership. The number of 

interconnections between firms in the cluster are usually not uniform, hence there are a specific 

places, events or companies which have more interconnections than others (Menzel & Fornahl, 

2009). This is called the focal points which is the epicentre where most exchange and interactions 

processes happen. The focal points could be a business incubator with shared facilities or a 

regular community event, which becomes an interaction hub where entrepreneurs and other 

actors can meet and mingle. 
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2.1.3. Cluster benefits and impacts 

Synthesizing research from various literature, clustering benefits can be defined in three 

categories: firm level, regional level, and country level (Rocha, 2004). Each of these categories 

will be described in following paragraph.  

At the firm level, several studies showed that companies that located in the cluster had a better 

performance than their peers outside the cluster both in terms of revenue, growth and return on 

investment (Visser, 1999; Fabiani, et al., 2000; Spencer, et al., 2010). Baptista and Swann found 

in a study of 248 manufacturing firms in the UK, that there is a strong correlation between the 

strength of the clusters and the ability of firms to innovate. (Baptista & Swann, 1998). Because of 

knowledge spill overs, the authors argued that the firm tends to innovate more if they operate 

in a cluster where there are lot of other firms within the same industry.  

At the region level, Porter argued that the cluster brings a positive effect to regional economic 

activities in three ways: increasing productivity, driving the pace of innovation, and stimulating 

the formation of new business (Porter, 1998). Close geographical distance between firms in the 

same value chain lowers transaction costs and minimises the need for inventory. Close distance 

between the firms also drives local rivalry and peer pressure which motivates the firm to increase 

its productivity. The second effect is increasing pace of innovation. Companies located within the 

cluster have the advantage in innovation because they have better access to both the market 

and suppliers. They also gain an early awareness of new technology and production methods 

from interconnections with related firms in the cluster and from spill overs from universities and 

research organisations (Uyarra & Ramlogan, 2012). The pace of learning is faster as well due to 

the ability to learn directly in a site-visit or face-to-face interaction (Porter, 1998). Lastly, a cluster 

brings a positive effect to the region’s competition landscape by stimulating new firm formation. 

The firm concentration lowers the barrier of entry for new entrepreneur’s due to easier access 

to suppliers and specialised talents.  

Apart from Porter, several scholars have also published research on the impact of the cluster in 

the regional level. In their research on Europe’s high technology clusters, Keeble and Wilkinson 

found that high technology clusters directly contributed to the region’s innovative capability and 
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competitiveness (Keeble & Wilkinson, 2000). Debru and Saget showed that regions which have 

clusters experienced better growth than those without, while Audretch and Feldman published 

the result that there is a positive correlation between clusters and new product innovation 

(Debru & Saget, 1999).  

At the national level, Porter postulated that clusters contributed increasingly to national 

productivity both in GDP and export level (Porter, 1990; Porter, 2000). Porter found that the most 

international competitive industries in developed nations are in clusters. This widespread 

presence of clusters proves that location played a crucial role in developing competitiveness 

(Porter, 2000). 

However, as well having some benefits, clusters also have some possible negative effect. In some 

regions, industry overspecialisation can lead to lock in, hyper competition and wage inflation of 

specialised labour (Swann, et al., 1998); (Baptista, 1998); (Uyarra & Ramlogan, 2012). Highly 

successful clusters in the region could also increase economic and social inequalities between the 

cluster and non-cluster areas (Keeble & Wilkinson, 2000). Concentrated growth of population 

and economic activities in clusters could also bring negative effects to the environment (Raco, 

1999).  

2.1.4. Cluster types  

Clusters come in a different size, breadth, and state of development (Uyarra & Ramlogan, 2012). 

Many attempts have been pursued to characterise clusters to reduce the ambiguity of the 

concept and to give a sense of how the cluster concept is implemented in varying empirical 

contexts.  

One of the earliest attempts to characterise clusters was done by Markusen. In her prominent 

1996 paper, ‘Sticky Places in Slippery Places’, Markusen defined four models of industrial 

districts: Marshallian, Hub and Spoke, Satellite Platform and State Anchored (Markusen, 1996).  

By conducting inductive enquiries from the industrial districts in Italy and the US, Markusen 

divided the four types of cluster based on difference in spatial form, industrial complexity, 

configurations of institutions and welfare outcomes (Markusen, 1996).  
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Figure 3 : Four types of industrial districts (He & Fallah, 2011) based on (Markusen, 1996) 

The first type from the Markusen model is Marshallian. Based on the original concept of 

Marshall’s industrial district, this type of cluster was made from small, locally-owned firms and 

these firms are buying and selling materials from each other rather than sourcing from externally 

(Marshall, 1920) (Markusen, 1996). Owners and workers live in the same community while talent 

can easily move from firm to firm, hence individuals in the cluster are committed to the area 

rather than the firm. The Hub and Spoke model is organised around one or few big companies. 

In this model, suppliers, distributors, and other actors are located around the dominant 

companies like wheel spokes (He & Fallah, 2011). A good example for this is Detroit, where 

General Motors, Ford and Fiat Chrysler are the main drivers of the region’s economic activity and 

attracted smaller supplier and outsourcing firms to the area. The third one is the Satellite 

Platform, which consists of multitude subsidiaries of externally-based firms. In this cluster, 

remotely located headquarters make decisions for the companies inside the cluster. Therefore 

typically, connections between the firms are limited because most of the important relationships 

are with their own respective parent companies (He & Fallah, 2011). The last type is a State-

Centered model, where public or non-profit organisation is a key anchor firm in the cluster. 

Surrounding these organisations are smaller entities like the Hub-Spoke model. A prominent 

example of this model is the various government military industrial complexes in the US.   
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Apart from the Markussen model, there is also another cluster categorisation method called the 

transaction-cost approach  (Gordon & Mccann, 2000; Lammarino & McCann, 2006). In this 

model, the cluster was divided based on the nature of the firms, the characteristics of their 

relationships, membership requirements and entry barrier of the clusters (Lammarino & McCann, 

2006). Three types of cluster exist in this model: Pure Agglomeration, the Industrial Complex, and 

the Social Network.  

In the Pure Agglomeration cluster, firms are typically small and the relation between firms are 

mostly short term and transactional while at the same time competition between them is 

prevalent. Access to the cluster is mostly open and the cost of membership is typically rental or 

the property cost of the area. The Pure Agglomeration cluster is also commonly found in urban 

areas. The opposite of Pure Agglomeration is the Industrial Complex cluster. Most of the firms in 

this cluster are large corporations with many of them having a long-term relationship such as a 

supply-chain contract or co-development and manufacturing. Cluster membership requires co-

investment and financing of cluster facilities, therefore the entry and exit barrier is very high. A 

well-known example for this is the steel and chemical industrial complexes (Lammarino & 

McCann, 2006).  

In Pure Agglomeration cluster, firms are typically small and the relation between firms are mostly 

short term and transactional while at the same time competition between them are prevalent. 

Access to cluster is mostly open and the cost of membership is typically rental or property cost 

of the area. Pure Agglomeration cluster also commonly found in the urban areas. The opposite 

of Pure Agglomeration is Industrial Complex cluster. Most of the firms in this cluster are large 

corporations with many of them have long term relationships such as supply-chain contract or 

co development and manufacturing. Cluster membership requires co-investment and financing 

of cluster facilities hence entry and exit barrier is very high. Well-known example for this are steel 

and chemical industrial complex (Iammarino & McCann, 2006). The last cluster type in this model 

is Social Network. Different from the other two, Social Network cluster put emphasis on similarity 

of historical background and experience rather than location to determine cluster boundaries. 

Membership of this cluster is determined by mutual trust relations between decision makers in 
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different firms (Iammarino & McCann, 2006). Manifestation of this cluster type can be seen in a 

multi-party firm partnership such as joint venture initiatives, alliances, and trade organizations.  

2.1.5. Cluster lifecycles 

Common criticism on the contemporary cluster models and typologies is that they categorise 

clusters in a static, fixed state instead of as evolutionary entities (Uyarra & Ramlogan, 2017). As 

we can see in the previous chapter, many of the models and typology focus on finding a list of 

features and underlying institutions which help paint a better description of clusters and how 

they perform their function. However, the factors that enable clusters to form and rise in the 

early stage are very different from the factors that makes them sustainable in a later stage 

(Bresnahan, et al., 2001). Some studies also notice that cluster benefits can decrease overtime 

indicating that the state of the cluster is not permanent (Grabher, 1993). Following these two 

reasons, the concept of the cluster life cycle came into the picture (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009). 

Apart from cluster evolution, the life cycle model has been used widely to conceptualise product, 

technology, or industrial development phases (Martin & Sunley, 2003). Within this model, the 

cluster is depicted to undergo five phases within its lifetime: birth, growth, maturity, and decline. 

Each of the phases are determined using specific criteria, such as number of employment levels, 

number of firms, innovativeness, market share or other similar indicator (Press, 2006). In 

determining how clusters move from one phase to another, there are two different opinions. The 

first opinion states that cluster evolution follows the life cycle of the industry / sector which they 

operate in (Audretsch & Feldman, 1996; Enright, 2003; Dalum, et al., 2005) while others believe 

a cluster evolves in an autonomous process (Maskell & Malmberg, 2007; Menzel & Fornahl, 2009; 

Potter & Watts, 2011).  

In the first approach, the cluster life cycle is synchronised to the technology and industry life cycle 

(Martin & Sunley, 2003). In the early stage industry, firms tend to agglomerate to do product 

innovation better (Audretsch & Feldman, 1996). Clustering become less beneficial as dominant 

product design emerges and the focus of innovation shifts into process efficiency rather than 

products (Martin & Sunley, 2003). As the technology-industry lifecycle matures, cluster 

advantages decline, and competition increases. Therefore, firms are likely to shift into other 
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locations which offer better advantages or lower cost in the mature stage of industry (Swann & 

Prevezer, 1996; Maggioni, 2004; Dalum, et al., 2005).  

On the other hand, the second approach argued that cluster have their own stages which 

independent to the industry or technological life cycle. Cluster move to different phases 

according the level of agglomeration happening inside the cluster itself (Maskell & Malmberg, 

2007; Potter & Watts, 2011; Martin & Sunley, 2003). If agglomeration reach certain level, 

clustering benefits reduced and negative effects such as lock-in and over competition will start 

to happen hence the cluster will start its declining phases. 

On the other hand, the second approach argues that clusters have their own stages which are 

independent to the industry or technological life cycle. Clusters move to different phases 

according the level of agglomeration happening inside the cluster itself (Maskell & Malmberg, 

2007; Potter & Watts, 2011; Martin & Sunley, 2003). If agglomeration reaches a certain level, the 

clustering benefits are reduced and negative effects, such as lock-in and over competition will 

start to happen, hence the cluster will start its declining phases. 

The prominent model from the second approach came from Menzel and Fornahl who proposed 

that the stages of a lifecycle can be determined both quantitatively by the number of firms and 

qualitatively by diversity and variation of knowledge (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009).  Firms in a cluster 

are also part of bigger production and innovation system, so the actions of one firm can influence 

the entire cluster. To accommodate this, Menzel and Fornahl added systemic dimensions to their 

model. Quantitative systemic dimension explains the external perception of the cluster and the 

capability of cluster actors to take collective actions. Qualitative systemic dimension illustrates 

the innovation and learning process of the firms. In short, Menzel and Fornahl cluster lifecycles 

happen in four stages (emerging, growing, sustaining, declining) and each stage is defined based 

on four dimensions (quantitative, qualitative, direct, and systemic).  

The first lifecycle in Menzel & Fornahl model is Emerging. In this early stage, a cluster doesn’t 

look like typical cluster yet. Within emerging cluster, there are only a few companies spread 

around the areas which operate in similar business areas. Interconnection happened either 

between subordinate companies and their holding or between companies from the same R&D 
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labs and universities. Noticeable difference between emerging cluster and a non-cluster is the 

existence of one or several firms which possess strong technological vision to drive the direction 

of the region. Emerging cluster also need have favorable environmental condition which support 

new business formation such as strong research base or policy support from the government. A 

cluster can move into the next phase if number of start-ups in the area continue to grow 

consistently.  

The Growing phase is the rapid increase in the number of start-ups emerging or coming into the 

area. Increasing firms and employees within the cluster incentivises the formation of innovation 

networks, customer-supplier relationship, and a specialised labour market. Rising start-up 

density will also influence policymakers to develop policy supporting the cluster needs. This 

phase ends when the business formation growth in the cluster matches the average industry 

growth (Pouder & John, 1996). 

In the third phase, Sustaining, a cluster reaches a stagnation point. Growth is dwindling down to 

the overall industry level with an occasional rise and fall along the way. The networks and 

supporting institutions are well established therefore the cluster is very focused on its 

specialisation. This strong focus can be significant enough to influence its surrounding regional 

environment. 
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Figure 4:  stage of cluster life cycle (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009) 

The final phase is Declining where start-ups and employees is in a downtrend due to acquisition 

and bankruptcies. During this phase, the cluster has a strong focus in specialised areas and 

technologies centralised within several dominant companies which can possibly lead to lock-in. 

Clusters in this stage no longer have the capability to keep their diversity and this hinders them 

being transformed into other business areas or technologies. However, during this stage a cluster 
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often will have enough population and networks to take collective action such as government 

lobbying or policy influencing to keep surviving  

2.2. Cluster formation, start-ups, and entrepreneurship 

Following up the theories from the previous chapter, in this chapter I will discuss how clusters 

form, what are factors that influence the formation and how entrepreneurs plays an important 

role in this process.  

2.2.1. Cluster formation theories  

From the various literature discussed before, it can be concluded that the cluster played 

important role in regional development and growth. Inspired by the highly successful cluster such 

as Silicon Valley, many countries and regions have been putting in effort to form clusters in their 

area (Bresnahan, et al., 2001). However, there is still little understanding of the cluster formation 

process. As discussed in the lifecycle chapter, the cluster in the emerging phase does not look 

like a typical cluster at all; the early cluster is difficult to spot and most often can only be explained 

in a retroactive manner (Bresnahan, et al., 2001; Menzel & Fornahl, 2009).  

Various studies have discussed the influencing factors on cluster formation. In his early 

conception of the cluster, Porter mentioned five possible factors that can trigger cluster 

formation: historical circumstances, local demand, the existence of prior related industries, spin-

off, and purely because of chance (Porter, 1998). These factors would then be elaborated 

furthermore by many subsequent scholars.   

Within the argument of historical circumstances, cluster formation is heavily influenced by 

certain events in the past. A cluster can emerge even in an area that does not have any benefits 

if there was ‘historical accident’ that pulled several firms to concentrate in the region (Arora, et 

al., 2004). This early concentration of firms created an increasing return in terms of 

agglomeration benefits – an ample labour market, social network, and reduced inventory cost –  

which then attracts more entrants to the area (Arthur, 1990). 

Another argument suggests the importance of local demand. In the study on global ICT clusters, 

Bresnahan stated that the common factors amongst technological clusters are the exploitation 
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of emerging market opportunities (Bresnahan, et al., 2001). Firms in Silicon Valley were 

leveraging an increasing demand of integrated circuit in 1960s, India’s software cluster 

benefitting from Y2K and similarly Taiwan’s industrial complex which helped by increasing 

demand of consumer electronics.  

Other theories also suggest that a spin-off contributed significantly to the cluster formation. Spin-

off start-ups are usually established near the location of parent companies and they acquire 

capabilities from both the region and their parent companies (Buenstorf & Fornahl, 2009). 

Consequently, the region with plentiful and successful companies will breed more and better 

spin-offs. Because of this, spin-offs are more likely to happen in the region with established and 

related industrial activities (Boschma & Wenting, 2007).   

Apart from favourable regional conditions, the cluster formation process also relies on luck 

(Bresnahan, et al., 2001). This is because in the early stages of a cluster, entrepreneurs must 

gamble on the opportunity in the region without having any certainty about the future potential. 

Many efforts in creating new ventures will fail even though entrepreneurs have done every action 

which must be done. If there are no significant successes, then cluster formation will not happen. 

In all the theories which have been described above, the cluster formation process is triggered 

by the existence of one or multiple influencing factors. However, the problem with this argument 

is that these influencing factors might be lagging rather than leading the cluster formation 

(Feldman, 2001). The factors such as spin-off, local demand and similar industries are often 

synthesized from mature clusters without looking at the formation stages of such clusters 

(Bresnahan & Gambardella, 2012). It may be better to see the configuration and connections 

between multiple factors, as influenced by the dynamics of its regional economic system.   

Learning lessons from the history of ICT and biotechnology clusters in the US, Feldman et al 

proposed a systemic view of cluster formation with the entrepreneur as the central point 

(Feldman, et al., 2005). Feldman argued that entrepreneurs are an active change agent which 

influence the establishment of necessary resources and institutions needed to build a sustaining 

cluster.  
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Initially, entrepreneurs as an individual create a start-up to pursue their own interests. In this 

process, entrepreneurs both influence and are influenced by their regional environment through 

learning, reinvestment of profits, expertise development and relationship establishment with 

local institutions such as universities, corporations, government, and others (Feldman, et al., 

2005). When the initial start-ups are successful, this spark further development of 

entrepreneurship-supporting resources and institutions such as business incubators or 

mentorship offering from the initial founders. This development lowers the risk of starting the 

business, hence further increasing entrepreneurship activities in the cluster. Once the cluster 

gains enough recognition, a policymaker will start to take interest in creating a specific policy or 

incentives. This public investment will then further ignite private sector involvement in the 

cluster.  

 

Figure 5 : Factors in cluster formation (Feldman, et al., 2005) 

As depicted in figure 6, Feldman’s cluster formation theory is a systemic process involving three 

main factors: entrepreneurs, government policy and the local environment (Feldman, et al., 

2005). In a well-functioning cluster, the interaction between these three creates a self-reinforcing 

process of cluster formation, evolution, and its contribution in the region’s development.   

The role of each of these factors will be elaborated furthermore in the sub-chapters below. 

2.2.2. Entrepreneurs and clusters 

The entry point on entrepreneur-led cluster formation theory is the argument that 

entrepreneurship is a regional event. Start-up founders typically establish their business in a 

place where they grew up, working, or living there (Haug, 1995; Sternberg, 2009). In these places, 
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e founders are more likely to have networks and access to materials or capital which is very 

crucial to early start-ups (Feldman, 2001; Stuart & Sorenson, 2003; Feldman & Francis, 2004). 

Founders can also have location inflexibility where they cannot consider other places due to 

health, family, or the high cost of moving into another place. A famous example of this is William 

Shockley which chose to establish his company, Fairchild, in what became Silicon Valley because 

he needed to tend his ill mother (Moore & Davis, 2004). By this argument, every region has some 

latent entrepreneurship potential. When sufficient numbers of people start firms, latent 

entrepreneurship becomes active and a cluster will form.  

2.2.3. Local environment 

The local environment in a cluster refers to social and business institutions such as universities 

and business incubators, physical capital such as public transport and high-speed internet 

infrastructure, and human capital which can be skilled labour or a high population of university 

students. When entrepreneurs decide to create a start-up, regional demand and capabilities will 

influence the shape of the start-up and how the start-up will evolve overtime (Feldman, et al., 

2005).  On the other hand, the entrepreneurs also influence the region back by connecting 

multiple resources as they build their business. Therefore, the’ characteristics of the cluster are 

the results of entrepreneurs and the institutions which are aligned with a similar interest.  

When the number of start-ups reach a significant level and some of the early start-ups become 

successful, the shape and formational dynamics between entrepreneurs and institutions become 

stronger. The success of the early start-up founders will become role models for other people to 

start their own business thus further increasing entrepreneurship activities in the cluster 

(Sternberg, 2009). Success also generates recognition and reputation for the cluster which 

potentially attract firms to locate to the region. Public recognition also might spark the attention 

of policymakers to invest public funds or create supporting policy for the area. A concentration 

of firms in a similar business sector also creates a demand for skilled labour. Universities, colleges, 

and technical centres will react by offering tailored programmes specific for this demand. 
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2.2.4. Government policy 

Since entrepreneurship is local, every geographic region has some level of latent 

entrepreneurship (Feldman, et al., 2005). Cluster formation starts when latent entrepreneurship 

turns into active entrepreneurship because of certain events which lower the opportunity cost 

of entrepreneurship (Feldman & Francis, 2004). One cause of these events is government policy’. 

For example, Germany changed its bankruptcy law in 2014 to be more lenient for personal 

business owners (Fossen, 2011). These changes in government policy lower the risk of starting a 

business. As a result, there is an increase in the number of entrepreneurs.  

Government policy also plays an important role in a later stage of the cluster. In a mature 

sustaining cluster, a clear specialisation has been established and network of institutions are 

aligned to those specialisations (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009). The cluster reputation starts attracting 

firms within those specialisations hence further increasing its economic potential. Government 

bodies will realise these potentials and start developing policy intervention in the area such as 

public-sector financing, grant scheme or building infrastructure (Feldman, et al., 2005). Public 

sector investment not only further develops the cluster, but also attracts private sector to invest 

in the area.  

2.2.5. Cluster formation stages 

The dynamic relationship between entrepreneurs, local resources and government policies in a 

cluster formation process happens in three general stages (Feldman & Francis, 2004). The first is 

dormant stage where a region might have supporting local resources such as universities, a 

presence of established companies and R&D activities. However, there are few if any 

entrepreneurship activities in the area.  

To shift into a growing cluster with active entrepreneurship activities, the region must experience 

an exogenous shock: events which lower the opportunity cost for entrepreneurs. An exogenous 

shock can be the result of policy or public-sector actions, such as corporate mergers, bankruptcy, 

or spin-off.  

The second stage is Formation. This is where entrepreneurial activities start increasing and 

entrepreneurs starts connecting and affecting many actors in the environment. Entrepreneurs’ 
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actions develop the capabilities of the cluster by attracting capital into the area, building social 

connections with other start-ups and increasing economic value of the region.  

 

Figure 6: Entrepreneur-led cluster formation process  (Feldman & Francis, 2004; Feldman, et al., 2005) 

When there are significant numbers of start-ups that become successful, and local resources 

have been aligned with the needs of the start-ups, the cluster will enter the final stage which is 

establishment. At this point, the cluster has acquired a reputation for its specific technology or 

its business sector. A high concentration of firms creates enough infrastructure, institutions, and 

networks to sustain it, which in turn attracts more start-ups to relocate in the cluster (Feldman 

& Francis, 2004). A summary of all three stages can be seen in Figure 7 below. This cluster 

formation theory will be the main theoretical framework used in in this dissertation.  
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3. Methodology 

This chapter will describe the research design of this dissertation. Firstly, I will explain the aim 

and objective of this dissertation. Subsequently, I will explain mixed method methodology, 

approach and the nature of the research will be explained. The following chapter will describe 

how the research is operationalised and the strategy that will be pursued to collect research data.  

3.1. Aims and Objectives 

As mentioned before in the Introduction part, the main research questions for this dissertation 

is: 

How cluster formation happened in Slipicon Valley tech start-up cluster? 

This main research questions will be broken down into more detailed objectives which will be 

investigated in relation to the start-up cluster of Slipicon Valley: 

• How has the cluster evolved overtime?  

• What has been the role of public policy, entrepreneurship, and other factors in shaping 
the cluster along the way? 

• In what stage of cluster formation, the cluster currently is? 
 

3.2. Research Methods 

Because both the concept of clustering and the Indonesian tech start up sector are both relatively 

new, there is no prior research on this topic. Therefore, this dissertation will be exploratory in 

nature. Exploratory research offers flexibility and adaptability which is suitable where 

information regarding the context is limited (Saunders, et al., 2012). For the same reason, a mixed 

method analysis will be used in this dissertation. This method enables the researcher to obtain a 

diverse view of the phenomenon by combining quantitative and qualitative data in both 

simultaneous or sequential ways (Cresswell, 2003; Silverman, 2013). Both qualitative and 

quantitative data will be used to develop the idea on cluster formation process using a theoretical 

framework as a point of reference.  
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3.3. Operationalization and Data Collection 

This dissertation will collect both primary and secondary data for the analysis. The first sub-

chapter will describe the data source, ways of collection and type of analysis which will be done 

in the quantitative method. In the following chapter, the qualitative method will be detailed 

including any interview methods used, questions, interviewee criteria and a brief introduction of 

start-ups and founders in the interviewee list.  

3.3.1. Quantitative  

The main data required for the quantitative analysis is firm-level data on all the start-ups which 

located within the Slipicon Valley cluster. Each of the data will have several parameters as listed 

below: 

• Founding date 

• Number of employees 

• Business categories 

• Location of the start-ups 

Unfortunately, at the time of this research, there is no official list of Slipicon Valley start-ups 

available for the public. Several Indonesian news media who have written about the clusters 

listed some of the start-ups.  However, this list is not exhaustive (Jakarta Post, 2015; Tech in Asia, 

2015). In this dissertation, I will start by looking at the data of all the start-ups in Jakarta and 

separate it by location specific to Slipicon area.  

The data on Jakarta start-ups will be collected from Crunchbase. Crunchbase is a global database 

tech start-up which has around 100,000 firms from all over the world on its list (Crunchbase, 

2017). It is a go-to site to get statistical data on tech start-ups, venture capital and entrepreneurs 

globally (Businesswire, 2017). Crunchbase is a spin off from TechCrunch, which is also a leading 

online database on technology and start-ups (TechCrunch, 2017). Apart from Crunchbase, there 

are two other websites which provide micro-level data on Indonesian start-ups: E27 and 

Techinasia (E27, 2017; Techinasia, 2017). Both companies are online media like TechCrunch but 

more focus on the South-East Asia region. However, even though E27 and Techinasia have more 
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Indonesian start-ups listed on their database, the data is only at country level compared to 

Crunchbase which can categorise the start-ups up to city level.  

 

Figure 7 :  Crunchbase Pro data dashboard 

This database currently holds 453 start-ups which registered Jakarta as their base of operations. 

After an initial look, it appears that a location parameter the start-up data is in the form of 

address. For this data to be used in a spatial analysis, the location parameter need to be 

converted into a global coordinate format (latitude and longitude). This conversion is achieved 

by searching the start-up address in Google Maps and then copying the coordinate into the 

database. Once all the data has been enriched by map coordinates, a spatial analysis can then be 

done.  

3.3.2. Qualitative  

For the qualitative analysis, a semi-structured interview will be conducted. A semi-structured 

interviewed was chosen to get a middle ground between an organised logical sequence of 

questions while still being flexible enough to be delivered in a fluid conversation (Saunders, et 

al., 2012). The main data points which were gathered during the interview were 

• Start-up overview 

• Reason to locate in the cluster 
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• Advantages and disadvantages of locating in the cluster 

• Interaction with other actors within the cluster 

• Support from government or other institutions 

• Whether the cluster helps to overcome the challenge 

Due to the long distances and budgetary limitations, the interviews were conducted through a 

combination of video calls, emails, and instant messaging conversations. The choice to include 

multiple methods of communication was chosen to help accommodate the differing time 

commitments and locations preferences of the respondents. All interview s is conducted in 

Bahasa Indonesia to enable a better interaction with the respondent, while also preventing 

information loss due to ambiguity and translation issues. The list of questions used in the 

interview can be seen in the table 1 below. 

No Topic Questions 

1 About Slipicon Valley 
When was the first time you heard the term "Slipicon 

Valley"? 

  How does it start back then? 

  
Why do you think many start-ups choose to locate 

there? 

2 

About start-ups and location 

rationale 
How do you decide the location of your start-ups? 

  

Is your start-up always located here? If no, what are the 

reasons which made you move here? 

3 

Cluster advantage and 

disadvantage 

What do you think is the advantage / disadvantage of 

locating in Slipicon Valley? 
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4 

Interaction between start-

ups 

During your work process, do you often interact with 

other start-ups in Slipicon Valley? 

  

Are there any communities or user groups which 

employees or founders to meet? 

  

Do you think it’s better or not if start-ups are co-

located in one specific area? 

5 

Government Policy and 

Support 

Is there any government policy, local or national, which 

affect your start-ups operations?  

  

Do start-ups get any support from the government in 

Slipicon Valley? 

6 

Challenge ahead and the 

relations with location 

What do you think is imminent challenge of your 

company? 

  

By located in this cluster, does it help to address the 

challenge in any way? Please describe 

Table 1 : List of interview questions 

The target respondents are 10 start-up founders or managers who are currently located in the 

Slipi-con cluster. Respondents are identified and selected initially through personal connection 

and then through snowballing. Despite the limited time constraints, I tried my best to obtain 

variety of respondents in terms of size of the companies, how long they have been in the cluster 

and their position in the start-up itself (founder or manager). Information about the respondents 

can be seen in a table 2, followed by short descriptions on each start-up.  
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No Respondents Role Start-up Business Categories 

No 

Employee 

1 Yasaka Rani Manager Blibli E Commerce 100 

2 Oky Mauludani Manager Traveloka Online Travel Website 1000 

3 Muhamad Ihsan Manager Tokopedia E Commerce 1000 

4 Nalendra Manager Berrybenka E Commerce Fashion 100 

5 Berlian Agusta Manager Airy Room 

Online Accommodation 

Website 200 

6 Christa Manager Womantalk Online Media 15 

7 Janet Valentina Manager IDN Media Online Media 100 

8 

Leontinus 

Edison Founder Tokopedia Ecommerce 1000 

9 Rama Mamuaya Founder DailySocial Online Media 50 

10 

Aulia 

Halimatussadiah Founder Zettamedia Online Media 50 

Table 2: List of respondents and the start-ups they represent 

Blibli 

Blibli is an e-commerce website offering various products from fashion to electronics. Even 

though still categorised as a tech start-up, Blibli was backed by two large companies: Djarum 

Group (Indonesia largest tobacco companies) through their subsidiaries GDP venture and Bank 

Central Asia (banking) (Techinasia, 2011). Both Blibli and Djarum offices in the Slipi-con Valley 

cluster are within proximity with each other. Founded in 2011, Blibli is currently one of big players 

in the Indonesian emerging e-commerce landscape, with more than 75 USD million annual sales 

(E27, 2017).   
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Recently, Blibli acquired Tiket, another long-running Indonesian start-up that specializes in selling 

airplane and train tickets (The Jakarta Post, 2017). This action will expand Blibli product range 

offering into the ticketing business, while also strengthening their grip on Indonesia e-commerce 

sector. 

Traveloka 

Traveloka is an online website which offers a variety of travel products from transportation 

tickets, accommodation, and attraction tickets such as to Disneyland or Universal Studios. 

Traveloka is the current market leader for the online travel website in Indonesia and one of the 

top start-ups in South East Asia with valuation more than 1 USD Billion (TechCrunch, 2016). 

Traveloka was founded in 2012 by Ferry Unardi, Harvard graduate who has a background both in 

computer science and business administration. The company headquarters is in Wisma 77, a 

prominent office tower in the Slipi-con Valley cluster. 

Traveloka is known for spending very aggressively on marketing and advertising. They spent 40 

USD million alone on TV adverts in 2015 which makes them the top of the in terms of advertising 

spending on e-commerce (E27, 2017).  

Tokopedia 

Tokopedia is an e-commerce platform that facilitates both individuals or businesses to buy and 

sell things online. Toko is an Indonesian word for ‘store’ hence their name translates into Store-

Pedia. Tokopedia is considered one of the most successful e-commerce start-up in Indonesia with 

around 1.2 million items sold on their site every month and it is currently the top 10 most visited 

sites in Indonesia (Techinasia, 2016). The start-up was founded in 2009 by William Tanuwijaya 

and Leontinus Edison, computer science graduates from local university. In fact, Tanuwijaya 

graduated from Bina Nusantara University which is located near the Slipi-con Valley cluster. 

Tokopedia was a long-time occupier of Slipi-con Valley, located within the same building as 

Traveloka, however they recently moved out from the cluster. They moved out to their own office 

tower in the Kuningan area in South Jakarta, which is one of the most prime locations in the city 

(StartupNews, 2017). 
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Like Traveloka, Tokopedia is also valued over 1 Billion USD and part of the South East Asian 

Unicorn start-ups (TechCrunch, 2016). In their last financing round in 2016, they managed to get 

147 USD million funding from Japanese technology company, Softbank (Techinasia, 2016). 

Berrybenka 

Berrybenka is an online fashion website that offers clothing, footwear and accessories focusing 

on women and children. The start-up was founded by Jason Lamuda, Ivy-league graduates and a 

serial entrepreneur. Prior to starting Berrybenka, Lamuda started a flash sales website called 

Disdus which was sold to the US start-up Groupon (TechCrunch, 2011). Lamuda then started 

Berrybenka in 2011, which began in his home in South Jakarta, and then moved to the Gran Slipi 

Tower. 

Currently, Berrybenka is one of the top websites for fashion e-commerce in Indonesia. In 2016, 

the start-up reported that they managed to grow the revenue two times on a year on year basis 

(E27, 2017). Berrybenka announced that they have raised an eight-digit investment fund from a 

group of Asian venture capital (E27, 2017). Apart from strengthening their online capabilities, the 

start-up also stated that they want to expand into offline commerce by opening a retail store.  

Airy Room 

AiryRoom is an online aggregator website for hotels and other accommodation. Their business 

model is like the well-known US start-up AirBnb. Having been operational for two years at the 

time of this dissertation, Airy Room currently has around 200 employees. Airy Rooms was 

founded by Alvin Kumarga, a US graduates with a background in chemical engineering. The start-

up office is in Wisma Barito Pacific, an office tower in the Slipi-con Valley cluster.  

Womantalk 

Womantalk is an online media company which focuses on women and lifestyle. They mostly 

produce articles related to beauty, health and career advice targeted at urban women. Like Blibli, 

WomanTalk is part of the Djarum Group of digital companies which came under their venture 

arm, GDP Ventures. This start-up is still quite new; at the time of writing, WomanTalk has around 

15 employees.  
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IDN Media 

IDN media is an internet-based media company producing news and variety content aimed at the 

young internet generation (the millennials). Due to the similarities in content style, IDN Media is 

often called an Indonesian-version of Buzzfeed (the US content media giant).  IDN Media is 

founded by the Utomo brothers, William and Winston. Both are US graduates with a background 

in business. The company was founded in 2014 in their hometown Surabaya, Indonesia’s second 

largest city, before moving its headquarters to the Slipi area in the capital city.  

In 2016, IDN Media raised undisclosed series A funding from a group of South East Asian ventures 

(Techinasia, 2017). The start-up reported that they have an average of 13 million visits each 

month and will be looking for a strategic partnership in media business to solidify their business.  

DailySocial 

DailySocial is a news portal covering start-ups, apps, and technology trends. It is one of the first 

media companies in Indonesia which write and produce content regarding the Indonesia tech 

start-up ecosystem. DailySocial was founded in 2008 by Wiku Baskoro and Rama Mamuaya. Both 

were blogger who often wrote about start-ups on their personal websites (Techcrunch, 2010). 

The start-up was founded in Palmerah area, nearby to Slipi however it has since moved to 

another place in Tebet, South Jakarta in 2014.  

Zettamedia 

ZettaMedia is a digital media company which produces a variety of internet content targeting the 

youth of Indonesia. The start-up managed eleven specialty blogs catering to specific content such 

as Moola (financial planning), Wewerehere (travel and leisure), Merryriana (personal 

development). Zettamedia was founded in 2015 by Aulia Halimatussadiah, who is also known by 

her pen-name Ollie. Ollie is a writer and serial entrepreneur who, prior to Zettamedia, had 

founded several media and publishing-related start-ups. ZettaMedia’s office is in Wisma Barito 

Tower, the prime office building in Slipi area.  

3.4. Data Analysis 

The analysis in this dissertation will be conducted using a mixed approach and executed in two 

phases. First, microdata analysis and mapping will be done using the quantitative start-up data 
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set from Crunchbase. This will produce a high-degree insight on the cluster size, pattern 

collocation and the evolution of the cluster.  

At the second phase, primary qualitative data from the interview will be analysed using narrative 

analysis. By developing a narrative, this dissertation aims to present detailed information despite 

the use of a single case study (Slipi-con Valley). Narrative enquiry will be used to develop an 

understanding of the cluster formation process by developing linkages, relationships, and 

explanation from a flow of related events formulated from the interviewee answers (Saunders, 

et al., 2012). This analysis will start by transcribing and coding the interview results. After that, 

trends and patterns will be identified to form arguments and insights. 

A combination of both qualitative and quantitative analysis is used in this dissertation to obtain 

both a high-level overview on the cluster and firm-level rationale on location reasoning of the 

entrepreneurs through the interviews. This choice of methodology and analysis was inspired by 

similar research on start-up clusters in London (Foord, 2013; Nathan & Vandore, 2014). Finally, 

the insight from both analyses will be contrasted and compared with the theoretical framework 

to answer the research questions.  
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4. Findings 

This chapter presents the findings acquired both qualitatively and quantitatively. First, I will start 

by giving overview on Slipi area and the cluster itself as background. Then after that, findings 

from quantitative data will be laid out which includes cluster size, pattern of colocation and 

description of the cluster evolution. In the last sub-chapter, qualitative data from interview 

results will be explained according to the question list described in previous chapter.  

4.1. Slipicon Valley Overview 

Slipi is an area in the Palmerah district in the West Jakarta municipality. The area can be described 

as a growing urban sprawl filled with contrasting combination of big shopping malls and luxury 

apartments on one side, while on the other side are the universities, student houses and small 

business. The Slipi area is crossed by two main highways, the Jakarta-Merak Tollway and Tol 

Dalam Kota (Jakarta Inner Ring Road). The Jakarta-Merak Tollway connects Jakarta city to 

Tanjung Priok port, while the Jakarta Inner Ring Road gives direct access to the capital city’s main 

international airport, Bandara Soekarno-Hatta. As a result, people who travel both from the 

seaport and airport will always pass the Slipi and Palmerah district. Apart from the highways, the 

Slipi area is also well-connected by public transport both by bus and train.  The city bus rapid 

transit network, TransJakarta, has three stops in the Slipi area through Corridor IX (TransJakarta, 

2017). The commuter train network is also easily accessible from Slipi from Palmerah train station 

(Coconuts, 2015).  
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Figure 8 : Jakarta Map with Slipi area highlighted in red while central business district is in blue 

Recently, Slipi has been associated with the emerging technology start-up trend in Indonesia. The 

Jakarta Post, the most prominent English language paper in the country, reported that there are 

over 30 start-ups, digital companies, and venture capitals who have setup office in this area (The 

Jakarta Post, 2015). Tech publication, Techinasia, also said Slipi has the most population of start-

ups, tech companies, venture capital and co-working space in the city (Techinasia, 2015). Drawing 

similarities with Silicon Valley in the US, the area is then colloquially known as Slipi-con Valley. 

Among the start-ups that are in Slipi-con Valley, several of them became very successful, thus 

further the popularity of the cluster as well. Two examples of these are Tokopedia and Traveloka 

which are the top 5 e-commerce companies not only in Indonesia but also in South East Asia 

(TechCrunch, 2016). The concentration of start-ups in the cluster has attracted overseas investors 

to set up a business presence and try to leverage the area’s potential in Slipi-con Valley. An 

example of this is Japan-based Cyber Agent Ventures which set up new office and co-working 

spaces in Slipi to be able to tap into the Indonesia tech start-up scene (Techinasia, 2015).  
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Figure 9 : Illustrative map of Slipicon Valley and its prominent start-ups (Techinasia, 2015) 

The name Slipi-con Valley started as an internal joke between the founders and an employee 

who worked in the area (The Jakarta Post, 2015). However, there is no official source or 

information which describes how the term or the cluster first started. From Google Trends data 

which is depicted in figure 11, the terms Slipi-con Valley started to emerge in Google search 

results somewhere between end of May and early June 2015. Both articles which cover Slipi-con 

Valley in The Jakarta Post and Techinasia were posted during similar period  (The Jakarta Post, 

2015; Techinasia, 2015).  This could be attributed to the growing trend of e-commerce in 

Indonesia in 2015 (TechCrunch, 2015; World Economic Forum, 2015). Slipi-con Valley is the home 

of several big local e-commerce players (Traveloka, Tokopedia, Blibli, Berrybenka). Consequently, 

the rise of this sector might increase the popularity of the cluster as well.  
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Figure 10 : Historical google search data on "Slipicon Valley" term (Google Trends, 2017) 

The origin of the Slipi-con Valley cluster might also closely tie in with the growth of the Indonesia 

and Jakarta tech start-up scene in general. The seed of the ecosystem can be trace back to post-

dot-com-boom era of 1998 to 2001, which the first generation of Indonesian start-ups such as 

Detik.com (news site), Kaskus (community forum) and Bhinneka (e-commerce) first founded. 

However due to lack of business ecosystem and poor internet infrastructure, the scene went 

dormant (E27, 2012).  

 

Figure 11 : Number of start-ups founded each year in Jakarta (Crunchbase, 2017) 

As depicted in figure 12, the second coming started again circa 2008 – 2010, until today where 

there is a rise of newly-founded Internet start-ups mostly in news media, social network, and e-

commerce (Techcrunch, 2010). The rising trend was attributed to an increasing development of 

the internet, personal computers, and mobile phones (E27, 2012). Tokopedia, one of the earliest 

and most prominent e-commerce business in Indonesia, moved into the Slipi-con Valley cluster 
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during this era. In 2010, the US internet giant Yahoo acquired local social networking apps Koprol 

which put the Indonesian start-up scene into the global spotlight (TechCrunch, 2010). These start-

ups attracted foreign investors and venture capitals to invest in Indonesian start-up hence 

incentivising more start-ups to flourish in the upcoming years. Two of those venture capitals 

(CyberAgent Ventures and Mountain Kejora Ventures) are in Slipi-con Valley. Many of the start-

ups they invest in are in the cluster as well’ (Techinasia, 2015).  

Slipi area is considered affordable in Jakarta. The average rental cost in Slipi and West Jakarta in 

general is cheaper than the CBD area in South Jakarta. However, Slipi is not the cheapest; there 

are many areas in Jakarta which are more affordable. In Figure 11 below, West Jakarta, where 

Slipi is located, is in the middle tier, while on the other hand, the East Jakarta rental price is 

almost half that of Slipi.  

 

Figure 12 : Office rental cost in Jakarta area (Colliers, 2017) 

Within the Slipi area, there are three high-ranking private universities: Bina Nusantara University 

(Binus), Trisakti and Tarumanegara (The Jakarta Post, 2015). Binus particularly is well-known for 

their computer science programme. Every year Binus produces more than 3000 computer 

science graduates (Wartaekonomi, 2017). This is helpful for tech start-ups in the Slipi-con cluster 

which constantly needs software and hardware engineers. Binus graduates are also known to be 

entrepreneurial. There are currently eight successful tech start-ups founded by Binus graduates, 
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including the founder of Tokopedia which is also one of the earliest tenant in the Slipi-con valley 

cluster (E27, 2017).  

Venture capital businesses are also plentiful in the Slipi-con valley cluster. Out of sixteen listed 

venture capitals in Indonesia, five are in the Slipi-con Valley cluster: Mountain Kejora, Cyber 

Agent, GDP Venture, Merah Putih and Ideabox (Inc42, 2017). Mountain Kejora and Cyber Agent 

are foreign investors while the other three are local companies. GDP Ventures are spin-off 

founded by Djarum Group, the biggest tobacco company in Indonesia. The Djarum Group office 

complex are in Slipi hence GDP venture use their office building. Some of the venture capital 

companies, such as Mountain Kejora, have co-working space for their start-ups to use in their 

premise. Consequently, these venture capital businesses are actively adding new tenants to the 

cluster, especially in the early stages of a start-up, because they benefit greatly from lower 

rentals’. 

In terms of a social network, there are specific organisations or communities tailored for the 

founders or employees in Slipi-con Valley cluster. However, there are several communities which 

routinely hold events in the cluster. Most of the events are free and they become meeting points 

for individuals from various background who are interested in tech start-up movement in Jakarta. 

There is StartupLokal, which is the first tech start-up community in Indonesia. It was founded in 

2010 and they hold monthly free-for-all sharing sessions events with an average attendance of 

200 people each time (Meetup, 2017). Another one is Girl in Tech Indonesia which is a community 

specific for tech start-up female founders and employees. It was founded by Ollie Salsabeela, a 

serial entrepreneur. Her current company is in the cluster, and community meetings are often 

held at her office. 

One thing the cluster lacks is government support. Even though the cluster has been covered 

several times in the media, and foreign investors are already coming in to the cluster, there is no 

support in terms of policy or funds. There are no known initiatives or intentions yet from public 

sector bodies to support Slipi-con Valley, despite the rising popularity of the cluster. 
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4.2. Quantitative Findings 

There have been several attempts to map the Slipi-con Valley cluster before, however these were 

done in a very simplistic way (Techinasia, 2015; Qerja, 2015). This dissertation will attempt to 

remap the cluster in a more comprehensive way using the location data of 453 Jakarta-based 

start-ups listed in CrunchBase.  

Initially, the mapping of all the start-ups for the whole of Jakarta will be shown. This is to see the 

concentration of start-ups in the Slipi-con Valley cluster compared to other areas in the city.  

 

Figure 13 : Mapping of start-ups concentration in Jakarta based on 2017 Crunchbase data 

As depicted in figure 12 above, the locations of start-ups in Jakarta was quite scattered all over 

the city except for two noticeable agglomerations in the Central Business District (CBD) and in 

the Slipi-con Valley Cluster. The concentration of firms in CBD is not surprising, considering most 

of the business, financial and political establishments are in the area. It is the number one top 
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office spot in Jakarta with the highest office space demand (Colliers, 2017). Slipi however is quite 

new and unique because the area was not traditionally seen as business areas especially for 

technology companies.  

Zooming in to Slipi-con Valley, the cluster is currently the home of forty-one start-ups. As 

depicted in figure 13 below, most them are co-located mainly in three main locations: APL Tower, 

Wisma 77 and Wisma Barito Pacific. All three of them are prime office building areas located 

strategically along the Jakarta Inner Ring Road. A possible explanation for this is because of the 

venture capital businesses, GDP Venture and Kejora, which are in Wisma 77 and Wisma Barito 

Pacific respectively. Kejora specifically have co-working space in their office hence most of their 

investment is also located there. The APL tower however does not have venture capitalists in 

their premises. Nevertheless, the building is part of Central Park shopping mall complex which 

attracts many visitors daily.  
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Figure 14 : Slipicon Valley cluster map with information on the concentration area of start-ups 

In terms of the business sector, the bulk of start-ups are in the e-commerce business. The three 

biggest start-ups in Slipi-con Valley (Traveloka, Tokopedia and Blibli) are all e-commerce services. 

Apart from e-commerce, start-ups offering software development services and venture capitals 

are also prevalent in the cluster. In terms of operating age, half of the start-ups in the cluster are 

less than 3 years old; only two firms have been operating more than 7 years. In terms of size, 

almost 60 per cent of Slipi-con Valley start-ups have between 50 to 200 employees. In addition, 

there are significant small and micro-sized small firms, while there only handful of big start-up 

with more than 200 employees. From this composition, it can be concluded that the typical start-
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ups in the Slipi-con Valley are mid-sized e-commerce companies with less than 3 years operation.  

A detailed composition chart can be seen in figure 14.  

 

Figure 15 : Composition of start-ups in Slipicon Valley cluster 

The earliest record of a tech start-up located in Slipi-con Valley cluster area is from 2008. It was 

Dinomarket, one of the early Indonesian e-commerce start-ups which was located there. 

Tokopedia, which is currently the biggest e-commerce website in the country, moved in to the 

cluster not long after, however there were no meaningful increases in the tenancies held in the 

cluster at that time’. The first spike happened in 2010 to 2010 following the rise of internet start-

ups in Indonesia (Techcrunch, 2010). During that period, the number of start-ups doubled and 

Djarum group, the biggest tobacco company in Indonesia, started their first tech start-up venture 

Blibli.com (Techinasia, 2011; Wall Street Journal, 2012). The tobacco company doubled down 

their investment in tech start-ups by creating their own venture capital arm GDP ventures 

(Techinasia, 2013). The Djarum office is in Slipi, and consequently both Blibli and GDP venture is 

located nearby. The establishment of GDP venture contributed to the second spike in the Slipi-

con Valley start-ups was in 2013 to 2014. In the following year, Indonesian tech start-ups started 

to become internationally recognised. Many foreign investors saw the potential in the country 
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start-up scene and started investing in the country. Two of the most successful tech start-ups in 

the country were in the cluster. On the other hand, a couple of venture capitals also setup 

presence here. This led to an increase in media coverage on Slipi-con Valley, which helped the 

popularity of the cluster to develop as well. 

4.3. Qualitative Findings 

In this chapter, the results from the interview session will be described. The order of descriptions 

will follow the list interview questions in Table 1 in Methodology chapter. Answers from the 

respondent are coded as described in Figure 10 below.  

No Respondents Role Start-up Code 

1 Yasaka Rani Manager Blibli C1 

2 Oky Mauludani Manager Traveloka C2 

3 Muhamad Ihsan Manager Tokopedia C3 

4 Nalendra Manager Berrybenka C4 

5 Berlian Agusta Manager Airy Room C5 

6 Christa Manager Womantalk C6 

7 Janet Valentina Manager IDN Media C7 

8 

Leontinus 

Edison Founder Tokopedia C8 

9 Rama Mamuaya Founder DailySocial C9 

10 

Aulia 

Halimatussadiah Founder Zettamedia C10 

Figure 16 : Respondent code 
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 I will start first with the terms Slipicon Valley and its origins, followed by cluster effects, 

interactions between start-ups, location rationale of the entrepreneurs, role of government 

policy and lastly whether the start-up have plan to relocate out of the cluster.  

4.3.1. About “Slipicon Valley” terms and origins 

Regarding the cluster name, all the respondents are aware about the term “Slipicon Valley” and 

agreed that it describes the concentration of tech start-up in Slipi area. This suggested that the 

term is already common within start-ups in the clusters and they identify themselves as part of 

the “Slipicon Valley” community.  

When the respondents were asked when they did they first become aware of these terms, most 

of them answered.   

The first time I heard the term was two or three years ago when Traveloka 

and Tokopedia moved to Wisma 77 in Slipi area. The term Slipi-con Valley then 

emerged casually when people realized there are sizeable tech start-up 

located within the area. (C9) 

Tokopedia and Traveloka are two of the most prominent start-ups in Indonesia and both are in 

Slipi-con Valley (TechCrunch, 2016). When the start-ups were getting more successful and 

received press spotlight, the Slipi-con cluster popularity also increased as a side effect.  

Another respondent stated that it was the venture capitals which attracted start-ups into Slipi 

area:  

I think I heard the term two or three years ago. I believe the term start 

happening because of the concentration of several venture capitals in the area 

such as Mountain Kejora ventures and GDP ventures. These VCs naturally 

bring start-ups to locate or relocate close to them in Slipi (C10) 

Within the cluster, there are three major start-up venture capitals: Mountain Kejora, GDP 

Ventures and CyberAgent ventures. Each of these VCs has around 20 start-ups within their 

portfolio and most them are collocated either near their office or within the same office space as 

them. For example, both CyberAgent and Mountain Kejora has co-working space in their offices. 
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Many of their start-ups investment are located there to save on rental costs (Tech in Asia, 2015; 

Kejora, 2015).  On the other hand, most of GDP ventures early investment is also located within 

the same building in Wisma 77 office building in Slipi. As a result, venture capital investments 

directly contribute into bringing new start-ups into the clusters. 

4.3.2. Location rationale of entrepreneurs 

Explaining why their start-ups are in Slipi-con Valley cluster, the respondents’ answers can be 

divided into two categories: investor-related and rental cost.  

The first is investor related. Three of the respondents answered that the main reason they 

located in Slipi was to be close with their investors / venture capital.  

The start-up is a spinoff from Djarum Group. The parent company has several 

buildings around Slipi area. These buildings used to be factories and haves 

been repurposed as an office. Many of GDP venture start-up located there 

because it’s free. Both Djarum office and its venture capital arm (GDP 

ventures) office is also close by. (C1) 

We chose our office here to be close to our investor. We are currently located 

in our investor co-working space (Mountain Kejora). (C10) 

We started in Slipi because our investor is in Slipi as well. However, since 2004, 

we moved out from there to get closer to the commuter train station. (C9) 

As described in the previous chapter, several venture capitals in the cluster have office or co-

working space in the area and offer them to their start-up either free of charge or a very low cost. 

Many start-ups leverage this to maintain low overhead costs, which is crucial in the early start-

ups. Another reason start-ups choose to set up their business in venture capitals premises is to 

ease the interaction between founder and investors.  Venture capitals in high tech start-ups 

typically not only functions as the financier, but they also provide consultancy services (through 

advice and mentoring) and networks (Ferrary & Granovetter, 2009). By locating near the investor, 

the founder can consult their investor faster and with less effort.  
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The second reason start-ups established themselves in Slipi-con Valley cluster is value for money. 

Initially, we were in a house in the suburb of South Jakarta. After seed 

investment, we got money to expand our offices hence we moved to Slipi 

which offer affordable cost while still close by city centre. (C4) 

We first located in Wisma 77 due to close distance from public transport, easy 

to get food, superb internet connectivity and the price is very good. This factor 

is important to make our operations runs better. (C8) 

 Office rental is much affordable compared to other prime locations such as 

Sudirman Central Business District in South Jakarta (C9) 

It is implied that founders are attracted to Slipi not only because it has the lowest price but more 

to the value they get within that price range. Some of the benefits that respondents mentioned 

are related to its strategic locations (still near to the city centre) and great internet infrastructure:  

We chose to set up our office here mainly because of internet infrastructure 

(Internet fibre optics). The office rental in the area also affordable, close to 

university which is the source of talent and it has direct freeway to the airport 

(C5) 

As mentioned before in figure 8 in the Quantitative chapter, office rental prices in West Jakarta 

(where Slipi-con Valley resides) are in the middle tier. Office space in East Jakarta offers the 

cheapest rental cost on average, however it does not have the benefits which Slipi has. 

Considering both the price and benefits, start-up founders see that Slipi offers better value for 

money, while still within a start-up budget.  

4.3.3. Cluster advantage and disadvantage 

The next question is the advantage and disadvantage of the cluster which the respondents 

experience during their daily operations.  

For the advantages, the most stated answer is easy access to public transportation:  
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I think the advantages of [being] located here are [that it is] near the house of 

the founders and early employee, cheap rental for accommodation, easy 

transportation access, moderate traffic jam. (C3) 

Apart from free rental cost since were using parent company buildings, Slipi-

con Valley area is not too crowded like in other business districts in Jakarta, 

while still easily accessible on public transport. (C1) 

Both the commuter line train and TransJakarta bus network have Slipi within their route. 

TransJakarta even has three bus stations within the area: Harapan Kita hospital, Slipi 

Kemanggisan and Slipi Petamburan (TransJakarta, 2017). Apart from the public transport 

network, the cluster is also near to the freeway which gives easy access to the Jakarta 

International Airport.  

Another advantage is the proximity to university. Several respondents suggested that this helps 

them to recruit IT and computer science graduates:  

“Slipi-con Valley cluster has easy transportation access, easy access from [the] 

airport, office building in this tower already designed for tech company 

(infrastructure & cabling), local information of other start-ups. It is also close 

to Binus University which is well-known for their computer science program. 

(C2) 

The area is near Binus University, which is famous for their IT graduates, still 

near to city centre and it also offers direct access to airport (C5) 

The advantage of Slipi-con Valley: affordable cost, great internet speed, direct 

access from the airport, house rental for the employee is inexpensive, lots of 

potential talent from good universities nearby (C3) 

As mentioned briefly in the chapter on quantitative findings, there are three well-known private 

universities within the Slipi area: Tarumanegara University, Trisakti University, and Bina 

Nusantara University (Binus). Binus especially has been recognised as one of the best universities 
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for their computer science and tech entrepreneurship programmes (Techinasia, 2014). 

Respondents mentioned specifically that being close to Binus helped them recruit computer 

science graduates. Since the university is nearby, Binus graduates often do not have to move 

from their current accommodation if they work in Slipi-con Valley cluster. Hence this help start-

ups to attract the talent from Binus.  

The disadvantage is the distance from the city centre, which is apparently troublesome for some 

start-ups.  

Most of the start-ups events are held in south or central Jakarta hence it takes 

time to attend, especially with Jakarta traffic. (C10) 

One drawback of locating here is it’s too far to the city centre. (C1) 

Even though Slipi-con Valley has ample public transport options and an easily accessible freeway, 

it still takes time to travel to city centre, considering the traffic jams in Jakarta are some of the 

worst in the world (The Guardian, 2016).  

Another disadvantage is the area is not as prestigious as the central business district in South 

Jakarta:  

The Slipi-con area is less prestigious compared to the city centre and South 

Jakarta.  

The drawbacks of the Slipi-con area [are that] it is less prestigious and [the] 

cell network is unstable. 

Tokopedia, the most prominent start-up in the cluster, recently moved out from Slipi into their 

own tower in the South Jakarta central business district (StartupNews, 2017). In the interview, 

respondents from Tokopedia cited that since start-ups are getting bigger now, they want to move 

into more prestigious areas to have more legitimacy. Slipi-con Valley is associated with early 

stage start-ups. Consequently, when the company starts to expand, they want to move into the 

Jakarta central business district to be considered as established companies.  
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4.3.4. Interactions between start-ups 

On the connection between start-ups in the Slipi-con Valley cluster, most of the respondents did 

not have regular interactions with their peers in the area:  

Formally, we have no interactions or partnership with other start-ups in Slipi-

con. 

We have occasional interaction for benchmarking with other start-ups within 

the same building but not regularly. 

We had previously some interaction with other start-ups for cross promotion 

materials. 

Regular interactions mainly happen between start-ups within the same venture capital or 

because they located in the same co-working space.  

We interact mainly with other start-ups within the GDP ventures group. We 

have [a] lot of interaction and alignment with them. For example, for certain 

projects or procurement, we share [the] cost with other companies under GDP 

ventures. (C1) 

Yes, we interact regularly with other start-ups in our co-working space for 

partnership, collaboration or just sharing ideas. (C10) 

In this type of interaction, the start-up gained tangible benefits from the interactions (cost 

reduction). They do not have to worry about the issue of competition.  

Even though formal interaction does not happen very often, the Slipi-con Cluster is rife with 

informal interactions, such public sharing session, community meetings and networking events.  

There are a lot of start-up events both in Slipi and Jakarta. The events are also 

increasing as the start-up ecosystem in Indonesia also grow[s].  In our co-

working space (Kejora Ventures Co-Working Space) there are routine events. I, 

myself initiated two monthly events as well. (C10) 
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My company occasionally holds [an] open sharing session; everyone is invited. 

Other community events also sometimes happen. (C3) 

There are several events such as Tokopedia Tech Talk. Most of the co-working 

space[s] also conduct routine sharing sessions. We also hold networking 

events which invite potential clients and other start-ups as well (C7) 

Not that many, but our company holds an open [space?] for a public sharing 

session with a different topic every week.” (C9) 

Start-ups some time use these events as a recruitment method where they can scout potential 

talent. These events facilitate founders and employees from different start-ups to meet and 

interact with each other. It becomes a focal point which enables weak and strong ties between 

cluster actors.  

4.3.5. Government policy and support 

In terms of policy, all the respondents stated that they were not aware of any policy related to 

tech start-up in their daily operations, let alone being affected by it:  

We haven’t encountered any interaction with government policy so far. (C10) 

I [have] never heard of any government policy related to my work. (C7) 

No direct regulations on start-up. But we must adhere to e-commerce 

compliance law and some advertising ethics’ guidance. (C1) 

No effect from government regulation. We have minor interaction with 

finance regulations due to developing e-money products but that’s it. (C2) 

Currently, there are no policy or initiatives aimed specifically to develop the Slipi-con Valley 

cluster both from the Jakarta city and state government. One of the respondents commented 

that the lack of government support is understandable considering the rapid rise of the tech start-

up scene, while on the other hand the Indonesian government is infamously slow. Most of the 

respondents showed an indifference as to whether government support is needed in the cluster 
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or not. They believe that the tech start-up scene has been doing fine without government support 

and the last thing they need is unnecessary policy intervention.  

4.3.6. Challenge and role of the clusters 

Regarding the challenges of a start-up, respondents highlighted several main answers: 

competition, business expansion and profitability.  

Our main challenge right now is to innovate continuously with different 

product[s] and content to standout from competition. (C9) 

The challenge for our start-up right now is finding sustainable business models 

and competing with many of the bigger media company in Indonesia (C7) 

Our biggest challenge right now is to keep acquiring market share and [to] 

achieve a monopoly in the market (C5) 

Our main problem right now is global e-commerce giants which are aiming to 

expand into Indonesia (Alibaba & Amazon). (C3) 

In my view, our current challenge right now is to expand our readership and 

achieving profitability. (C10) 

There challengers are generic challenges which most tech start-up companies also face (Nathan 

& Vandore, 2014). Increasing competition is the sign of growth in the start-up ecosystem. 

Promising trajectories of a digital ecosystem incentivise many companies, both local and 

overseas, to flock to the market. The challenge of expansion is also a ‘nice problem’ and signifies 

that a start-up is growing.  

On the relation between challenge and cluster, respondents on expanding start-ups stated that 

Slipi-con Valley’s proximity to a specific university (Binus University) helps them address the 

challenge by giving access to talent: 
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Our start-up is currently undertaking [a] massive expansion. Being in Slipi-con 

valley helps us to get talent due to [our] proximity with Binus University, which 

is well-known for [its] computer science. (C3) 

Our biggest challenge right now is to keep acquiring market share and achieve 

monopoly in the market. Being in the cluster help us to tap into computer 

science talent from nearby universities (Binus.) (C5) 

Universities often play a role as a supplier of highly-skilled technical labour in a cluster 

(Bresnahan, et al., 2001). In the case of Slipi-con Valley, Binus University expertise in computer 

science fits nicely with the demand of programmers and IT experts to support tech start-ups in 

the cluster 

The cluster rental affordability and shared co-working space also help start-ups overcome their 

challenge in achieving profitability: 

Being in the cluster mainly helps with our profitability. Because we can share 

the rental cost in the co-working space which makes it even lower. (C10) 

Another way that the cluster helps start-up with their challenges is by encouraging interaction:  

It helps to ease coordination between other start-ups and with our VC. Since 

everything is close together. (C1) 

Since [we] were in a co-working space, it has helped us to overcome the 

challenge by making it easier to share with other start-ups how the challenge 

before or whether they face similar problem. (C10) 

Being close to each other is crucial for the development of social ties and communication 

between cluster actors (start-ups, VC, other companies in the area) (Allen, et al., 2016). By having 

strong ties and intense communication with each other, founders and managers can share 

information and brainstorm the solutions to common problems they face. Previous research on 

tech start-ups also shows that having larger informal networks correlates positively the possibility 
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of a start-up surviving (Raz & Gloor, 2007).  Start-up founders are better equipped to face 

business challenges, and more likely to succeed, if they are in a cluster like Slipi-con Valley 
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5. Discussion and Analysis 

In the previous chapter, findings from both qualitative and quantitative data collection has been 

laid out. This chapter will attempt to discuss the findings using theoretical framework as an 

attempt to answer both the main and secondary research questions. First, I will analyze the 

emergence of Slipicon Valley and compared it to the entrepreneur-led cluster formation model. 

After that, role of each influencing factor starting from entrepreneur, local environment, and 

public policy will be discussed. Then analysis will be concluded by discussing which of those three 

factors more prevalent than the others and how well does Slipicon Valley cluster formation 

process fits into the overall theoretical model.  

5.1. Slipicon Valley Evolution 

There are three defining features of a cluster: geographical concentration of firms, social 

network, and shared values (Porter, 1998; Cruz & Teixeira, 2010). In the case of Slipicon Valley, 

some of the feature are clearly shown while the others are vague. As described in figure 12 and 

15, there is an obvious concentration of technology start-up compared to the rest of the city with 

further specialization in E-commerce. Existence of social network is exhibited even though not 

strongly. Majority of the interviewee stated that their start-up did not have regular collaboration 

with another firms within the cluster (see chapter 4.3.4). Regular collaboration happens only 

between start-ups within the same VCs and it is centrally coordinated by them. The prevalence 

of this type of relationship is a common trait of an emerging cluster (Menzel & Fornahl, 2009). 

However, there many knowledge sharing sessions which facilitate people from different 

background meet in the cluster. Some of the founder in Slipicon Valley also initiated couple of 

start-up community even though it’s not exclusively for entrepreneurs in the area. The third 

characteristics, shared values, is not yet visible in Slipicon Valley. There currently no community 

organization, government policy or social institutions which cater specifically for firms in Slipicon 

Valley. Hence start-ups in Slipicon Valley didn’t have access to supporting public goods commonly 

found in a cluster (Porter, 1998). There is also no sign of investment by private sector to create 

joint-facilities which can be used collaboratively by cluster firms. For example, several venture 

capitals developed co-working space in Slipicon Valley however they can only be used by start-

ups under their investment (Techinasia, 2015).  
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Slipicon Valley is a relatively new cluster and has only been around for less than a decade. As 

described in the findings, earliest sign of tech entrepreneurship was recorded in 2008 however 

increasing trajectory didn’t happen until 2011 and 2014. Both quantitative data and interview 

results pointed out that the cluster started getting popular around 2015 where success of several 

start-ups within the cluster attracted media spotlight. From then on, public become aware of 

Slipicon Valley as tech start-up cluster as signified by its regular appearance in Google search 

term (Google Trends, 2017).  

 

Figure 17 : Evolution of Slipicon Valley cluster 

In the beginning of a cluster, a region may have couple of entrepreneurship-supporting factor 

however start-ups are limited (Feldman, et al., 2005). As an urban area in a capital city, Slipi has 

ample latent entrepreneurship potential. For starters, three universities in Slipi area provides 

steady pool entrepreneurs since they tend to start in location which they’re familiar with 

(Sternberg, 2009). Universities also help entrepreneurs to recruit skilled labor (Bresnahan & 

Gambardella, 2012). Digital creative business grows better in a big and diverse urban economy 

where variety of ideas and people are widely available (Duranton & Puga, 2001). Affordable rent 

and its proximity to Jakarta central business district (CBD) also attractive features for 

entrepreneurs. Both features are the known driving factors in the growth of other tech start-up 

cluster such as Silicon Alley in New York and Silicon Roundabout in London (Hutton, 2008; Nathan 
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& Vandore, 2014). Findings from the interview results also confirms the importance of 

affordability factor (see chapter 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). Considering all of this, the next question is to 

find out how does latent entrepreneurship sparked into active entrepreneurship seen in the 

current Slipicon Valley cluster.  

Cluster formation process started when there is an exogenous shock events which shifted latent 

potential to active entrepreneurial activities by creating a crisis, industry discontinuity or arising 

opportunity (Feldman, et al., 2005). In the case of Slipicon Valley, I identify two events which 

sparked start-up activities in the cluster: rise of digital business in Indonesia and spin-off activity 

by big corporation located in Slipi (Djarum). How these two events sparked latent into active 

entrepreneurship and kickstart cluster formation process in Slipicon Valley will be described in 

the next chapter. 

5.2. Role of entrepreneur 

Starting from 2010, Indonesian digital economy was growing rapidly due to increasing enormous 

middle class, increasing broadband penetration access and widespread infrastructure investment 

(E27, 2012; Google & Temasek, 2016). Combination of both favorable macroeconomic indicator 

and infrastructure development opened new opportunities in the area such as e-commerce, 

social media, and varieties of another internet business. Entrepreneurs is a person which able to 

perceive new opportunity and acting upon them (Blanchflower, et al., 2001). Many individuals 

reacted to this new opportunity by founding tech start-up.  Considering Jakarta status as capital 

city with better internet and spending power than the rest of the country, most of these 

entrepreneurs are based in Jakarta (Techcrunch, 2010). Slipi become prime location of choice for 

this newly established start-up due to its many favorable conditions as described in previous 

section. Even though digital economy is growing nationally, it influenced cluster formation locally 

in Slipi due to entrepreneurship-supporting factor that the area has. 

On the other hand, this trend not only attract individual entrepreneur but also big companies to 

venture into this market. One prominent example of that is Djarum, biggest tobacco company in 

Indonesia which has been operating since 1950s (Djarum, 2013). The company founded 

ecommerce company called Blibli.com in 2011 (Techinasia, 2011). Djarum is based on Slipi hence 
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Blibli was located nearby both to save cost and facilitate coordination with parent company (see 

chapter 4.3.2). In 2013, Djarum then setup their own venture capital called GDP venture which 

also located nearby their office.  

From this, the decision of Djarum to setup Blibli.com and later GDP ventures can be both 

entrepreneurial response to exogenous events while also becoming another exogenous event by 

itself. It is an entrepreneurial response because like individual founder, Djarum as a company see 

the opportunity emerging from this new internet trend decided to setup business entity in this 

sector (Techinasia, 2011; Techinasia, 2013). However, Djarum actions is also exogenous shock 

events by itself because it lowered the opportunity cost for subsequent tech start-up founders. 

When they started Blibli.com, Djarum status as a big company gave legitimacy and positive 

signaling to this new digital economy sector which are still rife with uncertainty. When they 

started GDP Venture, Djarum further decrease opportunity cost for new entrepreneur by offering 

financing, mentoring, connections and (Ferrary & Granovetter, 2009).  

In the later stages of Slipicon Valley, the success of early entrepreneurs shaped the cluster. For 

example, two e-commerce companies Tokopedia and Traveloka were established in the cluster 

prior to 2012. In 2015, these two start-ups achieved magnificent growth and considered first 

Indonesian start-up who reached valuation of one billion US dollar (Techinasia, 2015). Increasing 

media coverage on both start-ups and the fact that both located in the same place hence 

popularized Slipicon Valley terms (Jakarta Post, 2015). Finding from Google search data (see 

figure 11) and interview results (see chapter 4.3.1) confirmed this argument. Success of the initial 

start-ups also attracted more physical and human capital to the Slipicon Valley as exhibited by 

string of foreign venture capital setting up presence in the area (Techinasia, 2015). 

Entrepreneurs also played a role in creating new resource to protect or promote their interest. 

This can be seen in the form of community and sharing session which often held in the cluster. 

From the interview result, one of the respondent (Salsabeela from Zettamedia) stated that she 

initiated two start-up communities to facilitate idea sharing and collaboration. Another 

respondent also mentioned that their start-up held sharing session both to share ideas and 

promote their start-ups for potential hires.  
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5.3. Role of local environment 

A cluster is a group of multiple firms and institutions with aligned interest (Maskell & Malmberg, 

1999). In the cluster formation process, local environment is both influence and being influenced 

by actions of entrepreneurs (Feldman, et al., 2005). In this chapter, several evidences how these 

dynamics played out in Slipicon Valley will be discussed.  

From the interview results, one of the important institution which influenced entrepreneurs to 

move to Slipicon Valley the proximity to venture capital (see chapter 4.3.2). This is an example of 

entrepreneurs being shaped by the environment. As described previously, heavy presence of VCs 

were the result corporate entrepreneurship actions and success of early Slipicon start-ups 

(Techinasia, 2013; Techinasia, 2015). From this point of view, it’s the early entrepreneurs which 

influenced the development of the environment. Furthermore, some the VCs developed co-

working space as a low-cost space options within their Slipicon Valley office (E27, 2014; 

Techinasia, 2015). This action created additional institutions which influence location decision of 

potential entrepreneur even more. One of the respondent stated that they decide to locate in a 

co-working space because it facilitate potential collaboration with other start-ups (see chapter 

4.3.2). Following this argument, the more start-up in the co-working space increase the 

attractiveness of the place and more likely to influence another start-up to locate in the same 

space. Hence, collaboration potential is another resource which are born from interaction 

between entrepreneurs and environment. In conclusion, back and forth dynamics between 

founders (as entrepreneur) and venture capital (as local environment) shaped the development 

of both as depicted in Figure 18 below.  
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Figure 18 : Illustration on how entrepreneurs and local resource influence each other’s in Slipicon Valley cluster 

5.4. Role of public policy 

Public policy is unseen in the development of Slipicon Valley. Findings from both quantitative and 

qualitative did not find any interaction between Slipicon Valley entrepreneurs and its local 

resource with public policy instruments. In a cluster formation, Policy can play a role as the cause 

for exogenous shock in the early stage or as incentives to spur development in the later and more 

mature stage (Feldman, et al., 2005). Exogenous shock in Slipicon Valley cluster was caused by 

combination of both improvement in economic indicators and local corporate actions rather than 

specific policy changes. Lack of support from either local or national policy-maker in Slipicon 

Valley might be an evidence that the cluster economic contribution is not yet significant enough. 

One of the interview respondent also commented that the lack of government support is 

understandable considering the rapid rise of tech start-up scene while on the other hand 

Indonesian government in infamously slow (see chapter 4.3.5). This is not surprising considering 

inefficient government is the top inhibiting factor of doing business in Indonesia (World Economic 

Forum, 2017).  

In 2016, central government initiated a national programme promising 1000 start-ups by 2020, 

with a total valuation of USD 10 Billion (Techinasia, 2016). The initiatives consist of various 

programmes, from mentoring to incubation in several of major cities in Indonesia including 
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Jakarta. There is also another incubation program lead by another government institution, 

Creative Economy Body of Indonesia, called BEKUP (Techinasia, 2017).  However, both initiatives 

did not leverage or involve the Slipi-con Valley cluster directly, even though the cluster is the 

home of the prime example of successful start-ups in Indonesia. 

5.5. Current stage of Slipicon Valley in cluster formation process 

First stage of cluster formation process is Dormant stage where an inert area with latent 

entrepreneurship potential suddenly shifted to active potential due to exogenous event 

(Feldman & Francis, 2004). Slipicon Valley is passed this stage as the latent potential, multiple 

exogenous event and the sign of active entrepreneurship is clearly evident and it has been 

described thoroughly in previous chapter.  

Next is a Formation stage where entrepreneurial activities were increasing, interaction between 

entrepreneurs and environment started to happen and the entrepreneurs started to build 

resource to protect and promote their interest. All of this is also shown in Slipicon Valley. Both 

emerging tech start-up trend and Djarum investment in GDP ventures increased number of start-

ups in the cluster. The sign of entrepreneurs and environment interaction has already occurred 

in the form interaction between founders and VCs as described in section 5.3. Lastly, start-up 

communities and sharing session events which initiated by in Slipicon Valley entrepreneur 

themselves is an evidence of how start-up founders develop resource for promoting their 

interest.  

The last stage is Established stage. A cluster which have reached this stage have fully-functional 

resources and institutions to be an innovative and versatile entrepreneurial environment 

(Feldman & Francis, 2004). Examples of institutions commonly found in this stage are network of 

entrepreneurs, policy makers and firms offering secondary industry service to cluster start-ups. 

In the current Slipicon Valley, network of entrepreneurs is prevalent but formal partnership is 

still limited. Policy makers are still non-existent and secondary industry is also not significantly 

visible. One of the respondent mentioned that there is one start-up in the cluster which offer 

lunch delivery services which several Slipicon Valley start-ups are subscribed to. However, it is 
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only one firm and their target market is more to general population rather than specifically 

targeting start-ups (Techcrunch, 2015).  

Another feature of cluster in an established stage is reputation for specific technology (Feldman 

& Francis, 2004). This reputation was built on combination of initial start-up success and critical 

mass of firms. Having a reputation, a cluster will be able to attract external investors and 

government policies.  Reputation will also signify reduction in opportunity cost hence activities 

such as spin-off, merger, and acquisition will often be seen in Established cluster.  

Slipicon Valley reputation for tech start-up is starting to establish.  This can be seen in how 

success of Tokopedia and Traveloka raised the cluster fame and already invited foreign capital 

into the Slipicon Valley (TechCrunch, 2015; Techinasia, 2015). However, public policy 

involvement is not yet seen. One might argue, Slipicon Valley still hasn’t reach critical mass of 

start-ups or its reputation is still not sufficient. Spin-off, merger, and acquisition are also not yet 

evident from Slipicon Valley initial start-ups.  

 

Figure 19 : Description of current Slipicon Valley within Cluster Formation Process framework 
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As depicted in Figure 19 above, I believe Slipicon Valley is currently still in the Formation stage. 

Several characteristics of Established stage has occurred however many important institutions 

which are crucial in developing innovative and versatile cluster is not there yet.  
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6. Conclusion and Limitation 

This is the last and concluding chapter of this dissertation. This chapter will start by describing 

overall conclusion of this study. Then as a closure, various limitation of this dissertation will be 

described along with potential further studies to improve that.  

6.1. Conclusion 

Main objective of this dissertation is to explore how cluster formation process happened in 

Slipicon Valley. Using theoretical model of cluster formation as the basis, three analyses have 

been done in the process of fulfilling this objective. First, narrative description of the Slipicon 

Valley has been established to see how the cluster evolve overtime. Second, the role of 

entrepreneur, local environment and public policy has been examined to see each factor 

contribution in the development of the cluster. Lastly, by comparing latest condition of the 

cluster with features of each cluster formation stage, Slipicon Valley current position in the whole 

formation process has been determined.  

Within its relatively young age, Slipicon Valley has exhibited most of the characteristics of typical 

industrial cluster. Slipicon Valley possess latent entrepreneurship potentials due to its location in 

the capital city urban area, steady supply of university graduates and cheap rental cost. Early 

footprint of tech entrepreneurship has been showing since 2008 however spike in 

entrepreneurial activities didn’t happen until 2011. Rising trend of internet business in Indonesia 

act as an exogenous event which attracted many entrepreneurs into the area. Djarum decision 

to invest in this business also further shaped Slipicon Valley. In 2015, huge success of early start-

ups brings media spotlight and subsequently foreign venture capital into the area. This 

development further increases number of start-up in the cluster. 

During the cluster formation process, entrepreneurs both individual and corporation played key 

role in influencing how the cluster adapt and evolve itself. Djarum actions to develop start-up 

and venture capital within their existing office not only shaped early form of the cluster but also 

influenced the development of local resources. Initial e-commerce start-ups such as Tokopedia 

and Traveloka which founded as a response to emerging new opportunities, managed to grow 

successfully which in turn raised the popularity of the cluster. Both entrepreneurial actions lead 
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to the concentration of venture capital which is the top reason start-ups move in the cluster. 

Following the cluster evolution over time, there were no sign of public policy contribution in 

Slipicon Valley development. The cluster economic contribution and reputation might not yet big 

enough for to warrant attention from policy maker. 

Slipicon Valley is currently in a formation stage in the entrepreneur-led cluster formation 

framework (Feldman, et al., 2005). It already exhibited some features of the established cluster 

however it still lacks some of the defining features to be defined as fully-functioning, innovative 

and adaptable cluster described in the theoretical model.  

6.2. Limitation and Further Studies 

First limitation acknowledged in this dissertation is cluster formation process analysis was done 

using in one cluster (Slipicon Valley) within specific local and national context (Jakarta, Indonesia). 

Insights from this study might not simply generalized into different cluster even if it is within the 

same city.  As described in the findings, within Jakarta itself there are other agglomeration of 

start-ups in the CBD area. Further studies comparing these two clusters might be beneficial to 

develop better generalization of cluster formation process within the capital city of an emerging 

country.  

Second limitation is the number of firm data used in quantitative analysis. Crunchbase have 

around 400 entries on Jakarta tech start-ups however there are other database which have larger 

data sets such as Techinasia (~3000 data) and E27 (~1800 data). However, data in those two 

databases are in unstructured form hence significant effort on data extraction need to be done 

before it can be used for analysis. Considering time limitation, Crunchbase data was used in this 

study because its already structured and can be downloaded in excel format. Hence, data analysis 

can be done faster and easier. Further development of this dissertation using more data from the 

two databases could paint more comprehensive picture on Jakarta and Slipicon Valley start-up 

agglomeration. Bigger data pool might also valuable in analyzing Slipicon Valley in a longer period 

since the earliest data points in Crunchbase is only from 2008.  

Third limitation is the number and composition of the interview respondents. Due to distance 

and time limitation, this dissertation only managed to get 10 respondents which consist of 7 
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managers and 3 founders. Even though I have tried my best to look for senior people in the start-

ups, questions regarding location decision might be better answered by the founders of the 

company. There is also potential bias since the respondents were selected starting from my 

personal connection and then snowballed from there. Further studies involving wider number of 

start-ups and more balanced number of founders and managers might produce more 

comprehensive insights.  

Lastly, public policy study is a crucial part of this dissertation. However, in this dissertation, 

existence of public policy related to Slipicon Valley is probed only using desktop research of 

secondary data in news media, report, or academic publication.  I believe more exhaustive 

research can be done by getting policy maker as interview respondent in the next studies. Current 

dissertation conclusion that public policy played little to no role in Slipicon Valley formation can 

be tested and challenged further.   
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